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Introduction to RoGo

Welcome RoGo Readers! We have just rolled out our
first Magazine! What? What is RoGo Magazine you ask?
Think of RoGo as your handy little friend who will tell
you what’s happening, and when, around the world of
ROBLOXia. RoGo will be rolling out new issues every
2 weeks, or whenever we feel a new update is needed.
These unplanned issues come out when something
big is happening, and we think we should give you
more information about it. We call this type of issue,
Breaking News Edition. This weeks edition will consist of
information on new updates, scripting help, and more! I
guess you will just have to read to find out!

ScoutyWouty
[Head Journalist]
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Meet the Staff
Lion2323 - President
Hello! I’m Lion2323, President of RoGo Magazine. I created
the giver and tool that allows you to read the newest
issue of RoGo. I love to script and build on ROBLOX,
especially for my group, Emerald. Feel free to insert a
RoGo Magazine Giver to your place to give your players
an update on ROBLOX and enjoyable entertainment!

Spongebobworldonline- Head Scripter
Hello! I'm Spongebobworldonline, Vice President of RoGo.
I do the scripting section and teach ROBLOXians how to
script amazing things!

JewelyCat - Developer
ScoutyWouty - Head Journalist
Hello. I am scoutywouty, Vice President of RoGo
Magazine. I tend to work very hard on my input in RoGo
Magazine. I mostly write for RoGo. Most of my posts tend
to be very detailed. Trust me, if I could write all of RoGo,
I would. I look forward to you guys reading my posts! I’m
also in charge of getting people to interview on Twitter.
Please follow @ScoutywoutyTheEpic and tweet me if you
wish to be interviewed. (Famous people or admins only.)

Ohai, I’m jewelycat. I am also a Vice President of the
RoGo Magazine. I am a very good scripter on ROBLOX
and I have made good games. If you want me to sell
you my Darkheart for less than my price, I won’t. Also,
MyHandIsADolphin looks kind of sketchy wearing no
pants...

MyHandIsADolphin - Head of Advertising
Tiger12289 - Lead Designer
Hello. I’m Tiger12289, Vice President and Lead Designer
of RoGo Magazine. I’m currently working on logos for
future Editions. I’m a pretty good scripter. I script mostly
for my games. I’m also a fan of Epic Ducks. I write a lot in
the catalog review section. If you have any questions or
problems with RoGo, message me. I can help.

Hello, I am MyHandIsADolphin. I am a Vice President of
RoGo Magazine. I am not a work junkie so don’t ask me to
do things for you. I like to sit on the computer all day. I like
writing stupid descriptions about myself. :D I also write for
this awesome magazine.

This page will feature all the new members
working for RoGo. Remember to give them a
warm welcoming.
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Catalog - Gear Reviews
8-Ball Headphones
888 Robux
As the description of this item says; “You just won the
game.” This amazing hat was created by yours truly,
scoutywouty. Published by Roblox, it’s hard to believe that
these amazing headphones are not limited.
-Scoutywouty

The Tormentor's Axe
2,000 Robux
Not only does this sword look cool, it’s also deadly. It can
kill a enemy in three hits isn’t the only thing this can do.
Hit E and it turns into a drill. Hit Q and jump. You will be
higher than any Robloxian in the entire map.

Ne'Kotikoz Phaser
800 Robux
Don’t think it’s funny when someone pulls out this gun.
One shot in the torso and you will respawn. This is a
powerful weapon. It’s surprising that people are selling it
at the original price. It’s worth double.

-Lion2323

Ne'Kotikoz Incarnate
525 Robux
No only is this little doll adorable, it is also your best
friend. Switch places with it, shoot fireballs, and you
will be one unstoppable machine. A great gift for young
children.

-Tiger12289

-Tiger12289

Staff of Shifting Polarity

This will NOT be updated every Friday when gears come
out. It will remain the same until Sunday, when the
whole magazine is updated.

1,000 Robux
Get too close to someone with this staff. One click of a
mouse and you will be flying towards the nearest object. If
that doesn’t kill you, getting smacked with a stick isn’t too
pretty either.

-Spongebobworldonline
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ROBLOX has released the Terrain Generator Demo on
Game-Test. Instead of the new parts that we all expected,
they released a bunch of parts in a model to make a brick.
So, a big let down there. I expect them to actually make
new parts before they release it on normal ROBLOX. But,
there are so many bricks, its over all very surprising that
I experienced no lag. Also released not too long ago, is
FloorWires. FloorWires are basically a scriptable line that
carries a bill board gui from block to block, and back. I’m
not sure exactly how useful it is, but I'm sure somebody
will come up with something creative to use them for.
For more information about FloorWires, see the Scripting
Help page in RoGo Magazine.

Telamon's Mega Build

ScoutyWouty
[Head Journalist]
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Put this in a script:
script.Parent.To = game.Workspace.PLAYERNAME.Torso
script.Parent.From = script.Parent

Hello! this is where I teach you, scripts, there will be a different script each
week!

This week we will be talking about: FloorWires

You can even add a image that travels from the object to
your torso.
script.Parent.Texture = "http://www.roblox.com/asset/?id=IMAGEID"
script.Parent.Velocity = 3
script.Parent.Color = BrickColor.new("Bright blue")

To know what a FloorWire is,
check the ROBLOX Updates
page in RoGo Magazine.

Change 3 to the speed you want the image to travel the Brick
to the torso.

There you go! :D In 2 weeks, we will be showing: Loops.

Here’s how to add it to a player
and object: First add the
FloorWire to an object. Then add
a script inside the FloorWire.

Advanced: Try changing the WireRadius, what is that? It’s
the size of the wire. If you change it to “1” it will be HUGE!
Keep it as “0.625” for best results.

Spongebobworldonline
[Head Scripter]
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Questions and Answers

Hello RoGo Readers! Remember to message the user
RoGoOnline to have your questions answered! We are
also open to suggestions! You never know, maybe next
time you read RoGo, your question could be in it!

ScoutyWouty
[Head Journalist]
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Place Reviews
Survive The 90 Disasters!
By: TheFurryFox
8.6 Million Visits
Rating: 4/5
Review By: Spongebobworldonline

In this game, you have to survive the 90 Disasters, obviously. As simple as that
sounds, its not. Each disaster is challenging for all players! With different and
unique disasters. Also features a shop to buy items with your points you earn for
each disaster you survive! Some of the disasters are funny, scary, and epic! Such
as: wave, in this disaster A HUGE wave hits the map leaves destruction in its path!

Disaster Hotel
By: Radioaktiivinen
963k Visits
Rating: 4/5
Review By: Tiger12289

It’s pretty sad how this game got so many copiers. I managed to find the original.
This game is like most disaster games. It starts with a person calling his, “Noob
friends” and that they will come on a boat. After that, the noobs manage to catch
the hotel on fire and a series of disaster events accure. If you survive that, a nuke
explodes and kills almost everyone left. This game have been around for more than
a year and it’s amazing it’s still popular.

Legacy II RPG
By: NINJAKID09
795k Visits
Rating: 4.5/5
Review By: Lion2323

Unlike most RPG games, this game has a well made advanced GUI system. It allows
the user to customize their character to add armour, hats, capes, etc. It even allows
them to choose which stat they would like to increase on after each level gained.
NINJAKID also added his own version of ROBLOX NPC Dialog using GUIs. This
gives more options to the characters of the game like quests, selling/buying items,
or just chatting. Even though its still in beta testing, this is a well scripted and
planned game.
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Interview: BMJ44

Do you plan on reading RoGo every week?
Maybe.

What are you most known for?
Nintendo Minigames.

Do you have anything else to say to the readers of RoGo?
Yeah, don’t be Jaredvaldez2.

What is your favorite thing to do on ROBLOX?
I like to make things. That’s basicly what ROBLOX is for.

What is your favorite game on ROBLOX?
I would have to say... Person299’s Minigames.

What is your favorite hat?
The Ice Crown. I’ve always liked the ugly bucket though.

What is your favorite gear?

Sword Cane.

What inspires you to build/script?

(Different picture than in magazine)

I’ve always wanted to be noticed on ROBLOX. I also liked minigames.
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Credits
Lion2323 - President
Scoutywouty - Head Journalist
Tiger12289 - Lead Designer
Spongebobworldonline - Head Scripter
MyHandIsADolphin - Head Advertiser
Jewelycat - Developer

Special Thanks To:
Tiger12289 - Logos, Gui Design
Lion2323 - RoGo Giver, Tool
Spongebobworldonline - Scripting Help
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